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There’s never been greater demand for semiconductors. Richard Swinburne looks at what that means for the year ahead.
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Gaming isn’t what it used to be, but as Tracy King finds out, that’s a good thing.

16 Nvidia GeForce RTX 3060
Rejoice! It’s another fantastic graphics card you can’t buy. Nvidia takes the 1080p gaming crown, in theory.

19 AMD Radeon RX 6700XT
AMD’s latest GPU brings solid mid-range performance, but you can’t buy it anywhere.

22 Logitech G Pro X Superlight
Logitech updates its class-leading wireless gaming mouse, making it even lighter, but it loses some features in the process.

28 Razer Huntsman V2
Razer adds analogue key switches to its flagship keyboard. Is it an ideal alternative to a racing wheel or gamepad?

40 Rocketing away
Intel’s new 11th-gen core processors are here. Antony Leather pits them against Comet Lake and AMD’s Zen 2 and 3 CPUs in our massive Labs test.

56 Z590 motherboards
Intel is launching the Z590 chipset alongside its new CPUs. We test six motherboards with varying prices, to see what features and performance you can expect.

72 The Room 4
The latest in the puzzling series is perhaps its best yet, even if it doesn’t have the strongest story.

80 Rocket Lake-S deep dive
Edward Chester takes a comprehensive look at what makes Intel’s new CPUs tock but not tick.

88 Hardware woes
Rick Lane investigates just why GPUs and many other components have been so hard to find in the shops in recent months.

94 Smooth operations
Gareth Halfacree looks at the work being done to make emulated games look as smooth and enjoyable as they did on the CRT screens of old.

100 Should you water-cool your SSD?
It’s a simple question and Antony Leather sets out to find out the answer.

102 How to guides
Antony Leather shows you how to add thermal pads to your graphics card cooler and apply vinyl patterns to your PC case.

108 3dfx Voodoo 5 6000 recreated
Ben Hardwidge talks to Anthony Zxclxiv about his recreation of the monstrous Voodoo 5 6000 graphics card.

114 Good riddance multi-GPU gaming
SLI and CrossFire are effectively dead but James Gorbold won’t be shedding a tear for the passing of multi-GPU.
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